
Dear Sir or Madame, 
 
As from now you can apply for the participation in the international arts fair PERFORMANCE 3rd - 4th 
september 2018 in Schloß Neuhaus.  
The application works like this: 

1. You will find the registration form now on our website www.performance-paderborn.de 
2. Please download the form. After you filled out the form completely, you have time until the 

28th february 2018 to send the fulfilled form via e-mail to  
performance@performance-paderborn.de 

3. From 1st march to 15th march the informed jury will decide which artists and groups are 
allowed to present their shows during the PERFORMANCE. (The jury made its selection only 
from complete fulfilled forms!) 

4. From 16th march you should check your e-mail inbox, because the participation confirmation 
will be send via e-mail to the selected artists and groups. 

5. Within the participation confirmation the recipient will get a link. Until 30th april 2018 it is 
possible to book the fair stand and more packages (take a look at “news in 2018). 

Please keep in mind: If selected artists or groups have not booked a fair stand until 30th april 
their place will be given to an artist or group from the waiting list. 

 
Continue with proven things 
The changes in 2017 worked very well, so we decided to continue with these changes in 2018. 

 Your investment: 170€ for one fair stand (2mx2m, with back panel and table), one show per 
day and one entry in the fair catalogue, which takes up one page. 

 The daily time you have on stage is about 45 minutes. This window of time contains the set-
up, the dismantling and the performance itself. 

 The exhibition area will be placed in the “Schlosshalle” behind the “Brunnentheater”. 

 The meadow behind the “Schlosshalle” will be reserved for the artists as a backstage area. 

 Every day there will be time slots without performances (Monday 6-7 pm, Tuesday 1-2 pm). 
These time slots should be used for conversations in the exhibition area with the specialist 
visitors. In this way we try to put life into the fair area. 
 

Reforms in 2018 
We try hard to develop the PERFORMANCE further and to improve it for all parties involved. On the 
basis of the feedback in the last year, we decided to establish some news in 2018: 
 
Food package 

 In this year the restaurant “Indian Palace” Paderborn will prepare fresh and warm meals in 
the backstage-tent. Artists of the PERFORMANCE are able to purchase a food package for 
15€. This food package includes 4 warm indian meals (rice with vegetables with or without 
spring chicken) and 4 Mango-Lassi. Depending on how many persons belong to your group, 
you can book a corresponding number of food packages. 

 



Film package 
In the case you are interested in a video recording of your show, you have the possibility to book one 
of two film packages. A professional film team would accompany you during your show and produces 
in the aftermath a individual image film of your presentation. 

 Basis show film package for 350€, which includes 3 cameras (2 fixed cameras and 1 camera, 
which stands in the middle and pans), sound either from mixing desk or live recording with 
the camera, film editing and background music. 

 Premium show film package for 650€, which includes 2 moving cameras for filming also 
moving close up scenes, sound either from mixing desk or live recording with the camera, 
film editing, background music by accentuating the various actions and feelings during the 
show. 

 
Camping package 
The artists can use the meadow behind the “Schlosshalle”/ fair hall for camping for free. Experience 
shows that some artists arrive without a caravan but want to stay the night on the showground. 
That’s the reason why we developed the following offer: 

 You can rent a festival caravan for the period from 3rd to 6th September. The rent is 150€ and 
the caravan has got room for 2 persons. The number of the available caravans is limited, so 
it’s advisable to book early. 

 
But first the jury needs to choose you as participant of the PERFORMANCE, before you are able to 
book the fair stand or packages… 
 
Time line of the PERFORMANCE  
03.09.2018 8am -1pm arrival and assembling 
  2pm – 10 pm fair and shows 
04.09.2018 10am- 6pm fair and shows 
  from 6pm dismantling and departure 

from 7:30pm Gala-show (In this year the gala show will be created by the final year 
students of the artistic school berlin) 

 
We are looking forward to your application and to a great arts fair!  
 
With kind regards  
 
 
 
 
Stefan Hermanns  
Stadt Paderborn- Kulturamt  
Am Abdinghof 11 – 33098 Paderborn  
Tel.: 05251-88-1279  
E-Mail: s.hermanns@paderborn.de 


